
Lead Share Program



HOW ARE WE DIFFERENT FROM
OTHER LEAD SHARE PROGRAM?

The best answer is, it is FREE, EASY and
TRANSPARENT. It is a referral program
where registrations are accepted only on
the basis of reference.

AMKAN believe in making everyone to
scale up, earn more without getting into
pre payments, increase your network,
expand your profile and serve your client
in the best way.



FAQS
How are we different from other Lead Share Program??

The best answer is, it is FREE, EASY and TRANSPARENT. It is a referral program where registrations are accepted only on
the basis of reference.

Is it a Multi level marketing?

No, this is not an Multi level marketing. This is one to one reference program where everyone is working on their own domain and scaling up to
different domains.
The earning is purely on the basis of Quotations and the amount of lead generated.

What is the benefit of joining this program?

We call it as Single Point of Contact(SPOC) where AMKAN becomes a single point of contact to execute all the work. The client and you contact us
directly for any of the
work. We take responsibility of delivery, support, after sales and service.

How does the incentive works?

The lead you create will be responded with best quotations, on the basis of budget certain percentage of amount is credited in your kitty. For one
time job, the percentage
is different, for retainer ship program the percentage is different.

What are the documents required to register in LGP?

Since everyone is professional in this portal, we would recommend you to upload your company PAN card. This becomes easy for us and the
clients to do transactions smoothly.  

What if I, don’t give any leads but accept the leads?

If your quotations are best you shall get the job even if you have not generated any leads. But, if you feel like serving your existing clients in a
better way, share the lead.

What is  AMKAN LGP exit policy?

You can exit the program anytime you want. If you don’t log into site for more than 3 months, then AMKAN would ask you to exit from the group.
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